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Message from the Chair

This month, I wanted to share a few updates.

We recently discovered that 8,723 unique students took
CSE classes in the past year – that’s around 25% of all
UCSD students. Many thanks to everyone in the department
for handling this load with such grace.

Last fall, the UC San Diego Academic Senate approved the
online Master of Data Science, a joint venture between CSE
and HDSI. This online degree is the first of its kind at UC
San Diego.

We recently finalized two gifts from DeepMind to fund the
DeepMind fellowships to advance diversity and inclusion for MS students studying artificial intelligence and
machine learning. We have already awarded three fellowships for the 2020-2021 academic year and are
working on a few more for 2021-2022.

We started a new postdoc program inspired by the Computing Innovation Fellows. Four postdocs started in
Fall 2020. Read the article below to learn more.

Many thanks to everyone in CSE. I am so proud of how our staff, students and faculty have come together
during these challenging times. We are all aligned towards our ultimate goal: building and maintaining CSE
as a world class educational and research enterprise and lifting the Jacobs School and UC San Diego.

Sorin Lerner, CSE Department Chair

Stay connected with CSE by following our Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn and Instagram feeds. If you
have news to share, story ideas or comments for our CSE Communications Team, please send them
to cse-communications@eng.ucsd.edu.  

In case you missed it, here is CSE's 2019-2020 Annual Report, which offers a great snapshot of the
department’s achievements.

CSE NEWS

Understudied Mutations Contribute to ASD
Research led by Melissa Gymrek and published in Nature shows that mutations called tandem repeats
play a significant role in autism spectrum disorders. In addition to the study, Nature published a News
and Views article highlighting the paper’s significance. 

Grant Funds Healthcare Telemanipulation Robots
A team of researchers at UC San Diego, UCLA, UC Irvine and San Diego State University, led by
Laurel Riek, have been awarded a $1.2 million UC Multicampus Research Programs and Initiatives
grant to develop an advanced class of mobile telemanipulation robots.

Steven Swanson Named Inaugural Halicioğlu Endowed Chair in Memory Systems
Steven Swanson has been named the inaugural Halıcıoğlu Chair in Memory Systems. The $1 million
endowed chair is part of an $18.5 million gift made by CSE alum Taner Halıcıoğlu (’96). The
endowment supports scholarly activities for the chair and graduate students.
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Congrats to Qualcomm Innovation Fellows
Qualcomm Innovation Fellowships recognize creative Ph.D. students, providing them with
funding, mentoring and other resources to pursue innovative research. This year, five Jacobs
School of Engineering teams were awarded fellowships – four from Computer Science and
Engineering and one from Electrical and Computer Engineering.

CSE Launches Unique Postdoctoral Fellowship Program 
To help give newly minted Ph.D.s more opportunities during the coronavirus-fueled economic
downturn, the UC San Diego Computer Science and Engineering department has established the
CSE Fellows program. Congrats to Samira Mirbagher Ajorpaz, Jane E, Grant Ho and Daniel
Moghimi.
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NOTEWORTHY

Nicole Meister is a finalist in the NCWIT Aspirations in Computing Collegiate Award, which honors
outstanding accomplishments among collegiate women, genderqueer and non-binary individuals.
Nicole's project, Bringing Technology to Conservation Groups by Creating Accessible Mangrove
Monitoring and Classification Tools, gives scientists new deep learning models to quantify mangrove
ecosystems. This research builds on her work with UC San Diego Engineers For Exploration.

Pavel Pevzner, Niema Moshiri and colleagues have created a new Coursera class: Hacking COVID-
19. The course replicates some of the work bioinformaticians performed in the early days of the
pandemic – assembling the SARS-CoV-2 genome.

Audrey Randall was primary author on a paper honored with the 2021 IETF Applied Networking
Research Prize. The study appeared at IMC 2020. Aaron Schulman was senior author. Geoff Voelker
and Stefan Savage were also on the paper, as were students Alex Liu and Gautam Akiwate
and CAIDA postdoc Ramakrishna Padmanabhan.
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Bridget Benson, Ph.D., (CSE '10) is now an associate professor at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. Here's a
recent talk she gave sponsored by the Center for Machine-Integrated Computing & Security.

For more news about Computer Science and Engineering department graduates, check out our
latest CSE Alumni Magazine.

CENTER FOR NETWORKED SYSTEMS

Turing Scholarship Deadline
Applications for the Alan Turing Memorial Scholarship are due by January 25. The scholarship is for

enrolled UC San Diego undergraduates who actively support the LGBT community and major in

computer science, computer engineering, public policy, communications or other programs that touch

on networked systems. 

CSE VIDEO HIGHLIGHT

A Star-Studded Cast
This month we get two videos. Here is National Geographic's Secrets of the Great Wall. Ryan Kastner
enters, with drone, at around 26 minutes.

Let us know what’s newsworthy. We want to hear from you about the projects and people
(including students) we should include in newsletters, articles and the CSE website. Let us know
what’s up at cse-communications@eng.ucsd.edu.
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